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1. DEMONSTRATION

Aud: Did you have to protect the information about hypnotism?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: And you have been holding back that kind of information ever since? What if somebody in the MEST universe learned about how you got into this home universe? Who are you keeping the information from?

Pc: (Mumbled)

Aud: Can you be thrown out of this universe and enslaved by the MEST universe? If anybody knew the secret of the theta universe, could he then have an almost unlimited number of slaves?

Pc: Yes. but they wouldn't want them.

Aud: They wouldn't want them? Who wouldn't want them? Some of these people in the MEST universe?

Pc: I don't think the people in the theta universe would want them.

Aud: Well, once having run them out of it you wouldn't want people to know how to get back into it, would you?

Pc: No charge on that.

Aud: Are you trying to keep people in the MEST universe from getting into the theta universe?

Pc: I'm trying to keep myself from getting in.
Aud: Well, what is wrong with you? Is something wrong with you now? Could you do something bad to the theta universe if you got into it?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: Would you take bad knowledge into it? Bad experience?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: Do you have a degraded feeling about it?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: Shame won't let you go home?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: Did you (get thrown) out of the theta universe, or get into the MEST universe by accident? Curiosity?

Pc: Yes. You can run it from a distance or manipulate it, or you can get in it and see what it feels like.

Aud: And once you get into it, what is wrong with it?

Pc: Then you have to go all the way through it in order to get back out.

Aud: A tread mill, so to speak. Isn't there any other way out of it?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: What is it?

Pc: Like the story of how do you get a goose out of a fountain.

Aud: How do you get a goose out of a fountain?

Pc: Snap your fingers and say, "There. It's out."
Aud: What is the first thing that happened to you after you got into the MEST universe?

Pc: Hypnosis. Facsimile One.

Aud: Were you trapped in some way? Did somebody install emotions? Does that come later than the incident I'm talking about?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: About how many million years ago would you suppose you got emotions installed in you?

Pc: Fourteen thousand.

Aud: Is that fourteen thousand years ago, or fourteen thousand years after you entered the MEST universe?

Pc: It was in the MEST universe.

Aud: Would it be halfway between here and the entrance into the MEST universe? Midpoint on the track between here and the past?

Pc: That seems about right.

Aud: Is it earlier than the middle point or later than the middle point? Earlier? A little earlier? A little later? Would you say that it was about five million years ago? Six? Between five and six?

Pc: Okay.

Aud: (Describes to audience an incident in which a theta individual is trapped under a dome of force and then sent down a chute in which he passes through magnetic fields which install emotions in him.) Is this approximately the
incident we are trying to run here? Is there a sphere with a
tub at the bottom?

Pc: I got yes on that.

Aud: Is there an installed sequence of emotions there? Who
installed it? The "lower people", or something?

Pc: I have the impression they were big.

Aud: Is that where you got the emotions from 2.0 down? Tell
me something just for curiosity: is there any place where
all the pleasure which was formerly aesthetic is channeled
into the second dynamic?

Pc: They also said that it wasn't any good.

Aud: All right. We call this, in slang, "the installer". Any of
these emotions have precise wave lengths. That is a
suspicious thing. Why would these emotions have
uniform wave lengths from person to person? Well, now,
let's take your earlier lives. Was there anything unhappy
in your earlier lives in the MEST universe? Are you still
haunted by this emotion installer?

Pc: No.

Aud: Okay... What did you think of?

Pc: Some kind of confusion.

Aud: Would it be the confusion of everything hitting you at
once?

Pc: Yes.

Aud: Are waves leveled at you? Is this the emanator? Is this
earlier than the installer incident?

Pc: Yes.
Aud: Is there a bad holder in it? What is it?

Pc: I get a vision of a black triangle.

Aud: Does somebody command you into a black triangle?

Pc: There appears an inner circle, with a disk.

Aud: Is this earlier than the installer? Later?

Pc: I feel that it is earlier.

Aud: A billion years earlier? What is the incident? Are we getting the shift of you from the theta universe into the MEST universe?

Pc: Must be.

Aud: Did you ever get out of the MEST universe, back into the theta universe? And then out of the theta universe back into the MEST universe? Ho-ho! That's the first one of those I've picked up. What happened to you when you went into the theta universe?

Pc: I have a feeling it wasn't very pleasant.

Aud: What was the matter with it?

Pc: Upside down.

Aud: Did something happen to the theta universe?

Pc: Yes, but I don't recall quite what. Two things were somehow joined together, intermingled.

Aud: The theta and the MEST universe intermingled? Would running this incident straighten this out?

Pc: I'm running it now. I'm doing something. I'm shaking all over and getting weird flutterings. I've never had anything like this before.
Aud: Is this your central being running this?
Pc: Yes. Two of them are running it.
Aud: The central and...
Pc: And the back of my head.
Aud: Did this incident add more to you in some way?"
Pc: No.
Aud: Which being is it that is concentrated on it?
Pc: Just the one in the back of my head, which I believe to be the second.
Aud: Is there an entity in the back of your head as well as the second being?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Was he there when this incident happened?
Pc: No.
Aud: What is he concerned about?
Pc: He is just about to slit my throat!
Aud: Why is he so concerned about it?
Pc: He uses it for control.
Aud: Well! And when you realize that, what happens to your shakes?
Pc: They're diminishing.
Aud: Locate him a little more thoroughly and differentiate between him and the back being. Has he been pretending to be the back being?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Oh, isn't he a cute little trick! How are the shakes now?
Pc: Gone.

Aud: Did you ever agree to have this entity?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: Did it just move in on you by compulsion?
Pc: It was a compulsion, but I agreed to it.

Aud: Under duress? Uh-huh. But not very much. Does this upset it? Uh-huh. Is it stuck on the track anywhere? Yes? Is it stuck on the track in something when it was being you? Uh-huh. Is it also stuck on the track in something before it joins you? Boy, something really happened! What is the state of that entity? Did it blow?
Pc: I got a yes on that.

Aud: Is the back one very glad it's gone? Who's glad it's gone?
Pc: The back is glad. The solar plexus doesn't like it.

Aud: Why? Was this one the one that was holding the solar plexus entity in? Was the solar plexus entity operating only because of this back-of-the-head entity? Did they have a pact between them? The solar plexus doesn't want to answer, does it? Is it gone?
Pc: I don't know.

Aud: How does it feel? How is your solar plexus?
Pc: Pretty relaxed.

Aud: Are you afraid it won't stay that way? Is it gone or just playing dead?
Pc: I can't find it.
Aud: How does the back of your head feel?
Pc: Tingling, burning.

Aud: Why? Did this entity just move out to the outside? Is it trying to hang on – or is your back theta being holding it? Why is he holding it?
Pc: He uses it for control.

Aud: Can't he control directly? Tell me, is there a second back-of-the-head being?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: A second back-of-the-head entity, as distinguished from a being?
Pc: It's on the right side of the back of the head.

Aud: When did you agree to have that one? Did you agree?
Pc: I don't feel any agreement about this one.

Aud: Did it come in in a moment of unconsciousness?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: Hypnotism? Or unconsciousness? What are we running here? A joiner of some sort? An incident where they were all joined together? How long ago did you pick this entity up? What was the emotion? Which entity picked it up? Was it the theta being who picked it up?
Pc: No.

Aud: Was it another stomach entity that picked it up? Aided and assisted by a couple of side entities? Oh, you have another one in the stomach? Is that the one that has been holding on to it?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: All right, how about blowing that one out now?
Pc: I don't think this one amounts to much.
Aud: Is it blowing? So it is. Is it gone?
Pc: Mmmm... yes.
Aud: The meter says it is. How about this black-triangle incident now?
Pc: I can't go through it.
Aud: I happen to know a couple of incidents here. Let me ask you if you've been through them. Did you ever build roads? How soon after you entered the physical universe did you start building roads?
Pc: That's what one started out doing.
Aud: Did something pull you into this universe so you could build roads? What have you got?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: What do they use? Confusion and noise to harrass the theta being into doing something?
Pc: There's a lot of confusion in it.
Aud: And then did you start building roads? Did you live lifetime after lifetime after lifetime and body after body after body building roads?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Was it a road? Was it the city itself? Was it masonry? Bridges? What? You've got it. What was it?
Pc: Electronics came to mind.
Aud: Were they building electronics?
Pc: I was.
Aud: Were you designing? Manufacturing? Manufacturing. Okay, were they rays?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Did they affect you?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Badly?
Pc: They had all kinds.
Aud: How many lives did you spend doing this? One? More than one? How many bodies?
Pc: Forty or fifty, something like that.
Aud: Forty or fifty lives? Forty- or fifty-thousand MEST-body lives? That's closer to it. A hundred-thousand MEST-body lives? What did you think of?
Pc: I thought it was a long time.
Aud: All you get is the feeling of monotony? By the way, was there any way they kept you coming into bodies?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: How did they do it?
Pc: Kind of a key.
Aud: Have you got it?
Pc: I've got it, but I don't know how to describe it. Keyed oscillator or frequency or crystals or some kind of arrangement that would key me in.

Aud: And you'd keep coming back? 'What did they key it on?

Pc: I don't know.

Aud: On your theta body? On a part of your theta body? On your MEST body?

Pc: Yes. MEST body.

Aud: On a part of your MEST body? What did they do, hold a piece of your MEST body every time you were dead?

Pc: It was done in various ways. They kept the MEST body in nutrient baths and crystal... paddings. Quite sure they were needles. Crystals in which the pattern or frequency or whatever they did with it was set up. It contained the identical pattern or field or frequency or whatever it was of the body. And you could repeat.

Aud: Did you ever have to be trained more than once in your job?

Pc: Maybe.

Aud: Were you trained in each life for your job?

Pc: Mmmmm... Seems doubtful.

Aud: Just a few times? A dozen times? Did you have four or five jobs in all this time?

Pc: I get twelve.

Aud: Twelve jobs? Well, after you learned how to do a job, and you came back into a MEST body again, would you know how to do the job again?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Would you keep on doing it?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Would you die then and go into another MEST body and be back on the same job? Did you like this? Interesting work?
Pc: I didn't like it, but they said I did.
Aud: They said you were enthusiastic and all? Is this what you would call the first sequence of what we know as hypnosis? Or duress by rays? Would that be it?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: What did you think of?
Pc: I was wondering how long they had been there before that.
Aud: Oh, what eventually happened to this place?
Pc: Deserted, is the impression I get.
Aud: What's the name of this place? You got it? What is it?
Pc: Something beginning with A.
Aud: Arslycus? Is that right?
Pc: I don't know.
Aud: Is this the first period, then, of being held to a cycle of lives?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: Are there others?
Pc: Yes.
Aud: How many others? You got it. How many?
Pc: Ten.

Aud: About ten of these? Ten of these cycles where you repeat lives. Are there other circumstances, then, than Arslycus?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: What's the last one?
Pc: Right now.

Aud: Where are the monitors now?
Pc: I'm getting it, but I don't know what it means yet.

Aud: Are they MEST universe?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: Are they still there?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: Let's take a rapid summary. How many of your bodies have they got? How many bodies have they got to match you? One? Six? What did you get? You got the figure.
Pc: Seven.

Aud: Seven. Okay. Was that the number you thought of a moment ago?
Pc: I didn't get one a moment ago.

Aud: Is there an entity blocking out this stuff? Which one is this one?
Pc: It has to do with my eyes.

Aud: Is it native to you?
Pc: I had a yes on that.
Aud: Was it talking?
Pc: That stopped it.

Aud: Who is holding that one?
Pc: I don't know.

Aud: You know.
Pc: Center.

Aud: Center's holding it. Well! Evidently. Why? Is the center guilty of an overt act against it? Does the center think it needs it?
Pc: Can't see without it?

Aud: Oh. Who says that?
Pc: This is what I was thinking.

Aud: Have you got an occlusion entity? I want to know where the occlusion entity is. Okay. There are ten of these periods then. Now let's get on another subject here for a moment. Are there specified times when several theta beings or bodies have been pulled together and joined to YOU?
Pc: Yes.

Aud: How many of these have you had?
Pc: I get three or four.

Aud: Three or four.
Pc: I get three and four.

Aud: Three and four. In other words, some of them have three and some have four. Well that would be natural, because
the two center beings were joined, and afterwards there were three others. Three and four joiners...

2. If we should assume that there was a race of beings who operated within and felt at home within the MEST universe, and that there was another race of beings who operated within the theta universe and only felt at home in the theta universe, then we might also suppose that a theta-universe being could be captured by the MEST-universe beings and put to some use by them.

The events which are touched upon in the foregoing demonstration strengthen these suppositions.

Evidently, individuals of the theta-universe race were trapped by the MEST people and put to work in jobs which repeated over and over again. The name for this MEST regime which has come up in answer to questions about it is "Arslycus", pronounced to rhyme with "farce LIKE us." This was the first of several series of repetitive lives. We are, apparently, right in the midst of one of them now.

In order to keep an individual captive through many lives, it is evidently only necessary to keep captive one or more bodies which he has inhabited and to convince him, by hypnosis or other means, that the safety and welfare of those bodies is very important to him and that the captor will take good care of those bodies for him if only he will be good and obedient.

Other methods, however, are hinted in the foregoing demonstration. The pre-clear speaks of "crystals" which match the "frequency" or "pattern" of the individual.
The relationship between thought, emotion, and vibration becomes a little clearer in this lecture, when Mr. Hubbard begins to speak again of the "wave length of emotion" and of the relative creativity of "theta people" and "MEST people". He outlines a spectrum (of course, only another aspect of the tone scale) which goes from theta as pure CAUSE, at the top, down to dead MEST, at the bottom. But he does not distinguish theta from MEST in any other way – just that they are at opposite ends of a spectrum.

This idea makes it easier to see how theta can control MEST and create organisms from MEST. Radio waves, cosmic rays, "hard" radiations, etc., are merely a slice out of the theta-MEST spectrum. A being who is high in that spectrum thinks in terms of aesthetics. A being who is relatively low thinks in terms of force.

We may wonder whether the theta-MEST spectrum is actually one spectrum or two parallel spectra. In other words, does thought descend the scale into emotions and thence into MEST, or is the descent of thought merely paralleled by certain manifestations, in the universe of MEST? Is it true that shorter and shorter wavelengths of the same kind of waves as make the MEST universe will bring us up through the spectrum of emotions and finally to bodiless thought? Or is it merely true that a MEST wavelength exists which echoes the thought content of the emotion of anger, or apathy, or enthusiasm?

This subject will be developed further in subsequent series. It will be particularly pertinent in the publications on Technique 80.
3. "First there is... individuation... There is an individuation of one... and then there is an individuation of another. They unite, with different goals, and decide to BE, and go into (the) Home Universe, a creative thing... One day, out of vengeance, or curiosity, or something of the sort – or by getting ... pulled out... they enter the MEST universe. And we all seem to have entered the MEST universe, theta-wise, through the same hole.

"But then there is the possibility that there are MEST-universe people who are older than this level, or born differently..."

"There was a society here shortly after entrance which formed a static, because a fellow did the same thing, time after time after time after time. He was born, grew rapidly, and was trained. Then he went to work... manufacturing electronics. You get out of some pre-clears that they even stuffed them with food so that they would not have to feed them more than every two weeks. If they sassed a guard or something like that, there was a particle (in them) and a field (electronic) that matched them back in the guard house... All you had to do was turn the switch, and this fellow was in bad shape right away – at a vast distance... How do you like this electronically? Boy, could you sell this to the federal government! ...

4. No less a person than the philosopher Plato has the following story to tell about Truth in This Life:

The Greek word for Truth is "aletheia". This word means, literally, "un-forgetting". Plato explains human life – one human life – and the constant search for eternal truth within
that life in terms of this word, "un-forgetting". He says that when we are about to embark upon the human existence we are given a choice: TO BE or NOT TO BE. We look upon the life we are about to lead, and we choose that life, and then we are told, "All right. You choose to live. But first you must drink this." And we are given lethe, the drink of forgetting. Then all our life we live, forgetting what has gone before, but knowing, in spite of forgetting, that there is more to be known than is within this one life.

The data which turns up in Scientology is startling in two ways. They go so far beyond the limits of the comfortable, barren little world of materialism into which we have been educated that we are shocked by them. They raise so many unexpected points of agreement with former masters that we cannot justify ignoring them, even by an appeal to authority.
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Seminar Questions

1. In the light of your experience on the time track, re-evaluate the importance of:
   Coitus
   Being born
   Your first black eye
   Being tardy for Sunday School
   Your first love affair
   The last funeral you attended.

2. How does Plato's explanation fit what we know now?

3. How, do you suppose, Plato would have felt about Scientology? How would his contemporaries have felt? How would your grandparents have felt?

4. Are we in a trap now? Of what regime? If so, for what purpose?

5. What will the study of Scientology do for those who seek to enslave us?